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Reminder: What we did so far 
(Highlights)

Python basics:
 types and variables

 conditionals (if-elif-else)

 loops (while, for and range)

 collections (str, list, tuple, dictionary, set)

 functions

 Python's memory model

 Grammars and Python's syntax
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Course Plan
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נושאיםמודול

A . פייתוןיסודותמודל הזיכרון, פונקציות, לולאות, משפטי תנאי, משתנים וערכים

 פורמליים ותהליך הפירוש של פייתוןדקדוקים

 גבוהפונקציות למבדא ופונקציות סדר

אקראיות

 סגנון תכנות נכון, (זמן ריצה, תחביר)דיון בסוגי שגיאות

B .ייצוג טיפוסי מידע ייצוג טבעיים(int)

 ייצוגfloat

ייצוג תווים

C .אלגוריתמים בסיסיים וסיבוכיותמיזוג רשימות ממוינות, מיון ריבועי, חיפוש בינארי

סיבוכיות ו-O notation
D .נושאים בתורת המספריםIterated squaring

 הלמןודיפיבדיקת ראשוניות

GCD
E .חישוב נומרי רפסון-או בשיטת ניוטון/שורש של פונקציה ממשית בשיטת החציה ומציאת

 ואינטרגליםחישוב נגזרות

קירוב לפאי

F .  רקורסיהדוגמה מתקדמת מתורת  , ממואיזציה, מיון מיזוג, מיון מהיר, חיפוש בינארי, י'פיבונאצ, עצרת

מלכות7או /ו( MUNCH)המשחקים 

G . תכנות מונחה עצמים(OOP ) ומבני נתוניםשדות ומתודות, מחלקות

 פייתוןרשימות מקושרות והשוואה לרשימות של

עצי חיפוש בינאריים

 טבלאותhash

פונקציות גנרטור

H .  טקסט או אלגוריתם רבין -קארפאלגוריתםCYK

 האפמןדחיסת

דחיסת למפל זיו

I .  עיבוד תמונהניקוי רעש ונושאים נוספים לפי הזמן, תמונות מלאכותיות, ייצוג תמונה

J .  קודים לגילוי ולתיקון שגיאות7,4,3האמינגקוד , "קסם קלפים", ביט זוגיות, קוד חזרה

We 
are 

here



Plan

Integer representation:

you will understand how natural numbers are 
written in binary and other bases.

 Natural numbers: Unary vs. binary representation.

 Natural numbers: Representation in different bases 
(binary, decimal, octal, hexadecimal, 31, etc.).

 Negative integers (for reference only)

 Arithmetic operations on integers
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Deep Inside the Computer Circuitry
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Most of the logic and memory hardware inside the computer 
are electronic devices containing a huge number of transistors 
(the transistor was invented in 1947, Bell Labs, NJ).

At any given point in time, the voltage in each of these tiny 
devices (1 nanometer = 10-9 meter) is either +5v or 0v. 
Transistors operate as switches, and are combined to complex 
and functional circuitry. 

An extremely useful abstraction is to ignore the underlying 
electric details, and view the voltage levels as bits (binary 
digits): 0v is viewed as 0, +5v is viewed as 1.



From Bits to Numbers and Beyond -
Hierarchy of Abstraction Levels
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An extremely useful abstraction is to ignore the underlying 
electric details, and view the voltage levels as bits (binary 
digits): 0v is viewed as 0, +5v is viewed as 1.

The next conceptual step is arranging these bits so they can 
represent natural numbers.

Then, we will strive to arrange natural numbers so they can 
represent other types of numbers - negative integers, real 
numbers, complex numbers, and furthermore characters, text, 
pictures, audio, video, etc. etc.

We will begin at the beginning: From bits to numbers.



Integer representation: 
Natural numbers

“God created the natural numbers; 

all the rest is the work of man"

(Leopold Kronecker, 1823 {1891).
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Unary vs. Binary 
Representation of Numbers
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Consider the natural number nineteen:

In unary, it is represented as 1111111111111111111.

In decimal, it is represented as 19.

In binary, it is represented as 10011.

The three representations refer to the same entity (the natural 
number nineteen.
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Let’s write some numbers!!!



Counting game ….



Binary Representation: 
From Bits to Numbers

Binary representation of numbers, following the count the dots -
binary numbers activity (from the Computer Science Unplugged 
site (Hebrew translation in http://www.csunplugged.org.il/lessons/binary-numbers/).

This, and more general base conversions, will be further discussed 
in recitations and in HW2 (no cards though :-).

http://www.csunplugged.org.il/lessons/binary-numbers/




00000



10100



10110



00110



11110



11110

Adding 1 (to 15)



11110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1



11110

Adding 1 (to 15)

10

1



110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1

10

1
1



110

Adding 1 (to 15)

carry
0

1
1



110

Adding 1 (to 15)

carry
0

1
1

10



01110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry

10



00110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry



00110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry

10



00110

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry

10



00010

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry



00010

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry

10



00010

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry

10



00000

Adding 1 (to 15)

1 carry



00001

Adding 1 (to 15)

carry



Binary Addition

 Suppose we have two n-bit positive integers in binary, A and B.

 Computing A+B is done "bitwise", with possibly a carry bit in 
each position.

 Q1: How many bit additions needed?

 Q2: What is the maximal length of the output?



Binary Multiplication
 Suppose we have two n-bit positive integers in binary, A and B.

 Computing A*B can also be done "bitwise", just like decimal 
multiplication from high school:

 Q1: How many bit operations (mult, add) needed in the worst 
case? Give a simple upper bound.

 Q2: what is the maximal length of the output?



Binary operations

Subtraction and division are also performed in a similar way to
decimal, but we will not show it.

This site:
http://courses.cs.vt.edu/csonline/NumberSystems/Lessons/index.html

contains some really good explanations and demos.

http://courses.cs.vt.edu/csonline/NumberSystems/Lessons/index.html


Unary vs. Binary 
(Length of Representation)

Consider the natural number nineteen.

In unary, it is represented as 1111111111111111111.

In binary, it is represented as 10011.

The lengths of the two representations are substantially
different. The unary representation is exponentially longer than 
the binary representation.

To see this, consider the natural number 2n. In unary it is 
represented by 2n ones. In binary, it is represented by a single 
one, followed by n zeroes.



Representation of Natural Numbers in Base > 1

A natural number N can be represented in a base b (b > 1, an
integer), as a polynomial, whose coefficients are natural numbers 
smaller than b.

The coefficients of the polynomial are the digits of N in its b-ary
representation.



Representation of Natural Numbers in Base > 1



Other Bases > 1
Beside the commonly used decimal (base 10) and binary (base 2)
representations, other representations are also in use. In 
particular the ternary (base 3), octal (base 8) and hexadecimal 
(hex, 0x, base 16) are well known.

The lengths of representations in different bases differ. However, 
the lengths in bases b ≥ 2 and c ≥ 2 are related linearly.
For example, a number represented with d digits in decimal will 
take at most                         bits (in binary).

Can you prove this? (maybe in your HW)

As alluded to earlier, natural numbers in the computer are
represented in binary, for a variety of reasons having to do with 
the physical world, electric circuits, capacities, currents, etc..



Different Bases Representations in Python

Python has built in functions for converting a number from decimal
(base 10) to binary, octal (base 8), and hexadecimal (base 16).

The returned values are strings, whose prefixes 0b,0o,0x indicate
the bases 2; 8; 16, respectively.



Hexadecimal Representations in Python

In hex, the letters a, b, …, f indicate the “digits“ 10; 11; … ; 15, 
respectively.

Recitation ("tirgul"): Conversion to “target bases" ≠ 2; 8; 16.



Converting to Decimal in Python
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Python has a built-in function, int, for converting a number from base b
representation to decimal representation. The input is a string, which is a 
representation of a number in base b (for the power of two bases, 0b, 0o, 0x
prefixes are optional), and the base, b itself .



Negative Integers

 An interesting issue is how negative integers can be 
represented.

 Suppose we use n bits. We would like to divide the range of 2n 

values represented by those bits such that about half would 
be used for positive and about half for negative integers.

 For example, 32 bits can be used to represent any integer, k, 
in the range 

 We would also like elementary operations such as 
increment/decrement, addition, subtraction, and negation 
to be efficient.



Negative Integers - the sign bit option

 We could simply assign the leftmost bit to denote the sign: 
0 mean +, 1 means -.

 Disadvantages?

 0 has 2 representations (+0 and -0)
 arithmetical operations (e.g. addition) involving negative numbers 

require slightly different algorithms (and computer circuitry). For 
example, suppose we deal with 8 bit numbers, and add +1 
(00000001) and -1 (10000001) in this representation. Just adding 
the bits will yield 10000010, which is -2.

 So the sign bit method is not in use.

 The method most often used is Two's Complement



Two's Complement (for reference only)
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For the sake of completeness, we'll explain how negative integers 
are represented in the two's complement representation.

Suppose we have a k bit, non negative integer, M.
To represent -M, we compute 2k -M, and drop the leading
(leftmost) bit.

For the sake of simplicity, suppose we deal with an 8 bit number:

It turns out that in Two's complement non negative integers have 0 as their 
leading (leftmost) bit, while negative integers have 1 as their leading (leftmost) 
bit.

A desirable property of two's complement is that we add two numbers “as 
usual", regardless of whether they are positive or negative.



Large Natural Numbers & Computer Words

Modern computers are arranged by words, groups of fixed 
number of bits that correspond to size of registers, units of 
memory, etc. Word size is uniform across a computer, and 
depends both on the hardware (processors, memory, etc.) and on 
the operating system.

Typical word sizes are 8, 16 (Intel original 8086), 32, or 64 bits 
(most probably used by your PC or iMAC).

In many programming languages, integers are represented by 
either a single computer word, or by two computer words. In 
Java, for example, these are termed int and long, correspondingly. 
This means that the range of integers is limited.

Things are quite different in Python, as we will soon see.



Large Natural Numbers

A 32 bits word can represent any integer, k, in the range

To handle larger numbers, these 32 bits words should be 
manipulated correspondingly (represent signed sums of 
successive powers of 232).
This is either done explicitly by the user/programmer, or 
provided directly by the programming language.

Python takes care of large integers internally, even if they are way
over the word size.

>>> 3**97-2**121+17
19088056320749371083854654541807988572109959828



Complexity Issues
Still, when manipulating large integers, one should think of the
computational resources involved:



Further Recommended Reading

Further Recommended Reading From the "Computer Science 
Field Guide:

https://cseldguide.org.nz/en/chapters/data-representation/numbers

https://cseldguide.org.nz/en/chapters/data-representation/numbers

